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Endless evil! 

 

At the same time, ye Chen found a chain at his feet! 

 

Chain trapped his body and feet, can not go further! 

 

"Where is this?" 

 

When ye Chen doubts, the gray fog seems to disappear. 

 

Ye Chen sees two figures faintly! 

 

One big and one small. 

 

A big man came up to him with a child in his arms! 

 

And the cry came from the child! 

 

It's getting closer. 

 

Ye Chen finally saw that burly man! 

 

The man is full of armor, his eyes are like swords, his pupils are blue and red, and he has some evil ideas. 

 



Just close, ye Chen feels his breath is short, the mood all has some crack! 

 

The man looked at Ye Chen, slightly surprised, magnetic voice suddenly came: "can see me, Dao heart 

did not immediately collapse, you are the eighth." 

 

"Wuzu's heart? That's interesting. " 

 

"Unfortunately, I don't like you very much." 

 

"The cause and effect in you is so complicated that it may even affect our layout." 

 

"Even if your heart is terrible, I can make you become nothingness." 

 

"Do you want me to do that?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are one coagulate, don't retreat, pour isn't think oneself can defeat the other party, but 

he is very clear, can't run away in front of this man! 

 

Ye Chen had seen one of the other three swords before. 

 

Although he could not evaluate the strength of the two, he was sure that the existence of the evil sword 

was more threatening! 

 

"You won't do that." Ye Chen suddenly calm mouth way. 

 

"Oh?" Man some accident, evil spirit smile, "can you tell me the reason?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "I can feel the killing intention on you, but I also know that you are bound, you will not 

fight me." 

 



"Or, in other words, you are constrained by some force." 

 

The man's evil eyes narrowed slightly, looked at the child in his arms and said, "I don't like smart people 

very much, so I won't let you touch this sword, because your breath makes me very uncomfortable." 

 

"I didn't kill you because the child in my arms seems to be interested in something in you." 

 

"Otherwise, you would have become a corpse, or dissipated in the world." 

 

At this moment, ye Chen seems to be under the ice for thousands of years, and the killing intention 

between the words has a trend of transformation! 

 

Ye Chen looked at the child in the man's arms and said, "he is still so small. Why should he sacrifice this 

sword? Are you really just casting swords to deprive others of their rights 

 

The man inadvertently hugged the child and said to Ye Chen, "in this martial arts world, some people are 

born to sacrifice." 

 

"If you want to build this sword, this child is the most critical existence." 

 

"More importantly, it's the child's choice." 

 

Ye Chen a Zheng, shake head: "impossible!" 

 

The man steps forward and stares at Ye Chen without fear. 

 

"You shouldn't have entered this game, but the people of the blood family, don't know what they think, 

let you get involved in this game." 

 

"I don't know why. I can't see the cause and effect in you. It's like... I'm not qualified." 



 

"It's ridiculous." 

 

"No matter what your cause and effect and future are, you are doomed to die if you are involved in this 

game of chess. Those old people in the blood family are just dying!" 

 

"Well, I just want to see what you are 

 

"Now that you see it, you can leave." 

 

With a wave of the man's big hand, the void behind Ye Chen suddenly tears! 

 

It's Huang Lao and Wu Zu out there! 

 

But just as ye Chen was about to leave, the void behind him suddenly closed! 

 

The whole space concussion, outside Ye Chen's Noumenon even spit out a mouthful of bright red blood! 

 

Ye Chen really doesn't understand what this man really means! 

 

"What on earth are you going to do?" 

 

Ye Chen feels something is wrong! 

 

The Mou son of man evil idea looks at Ye Chen, a point in the child eyebrow in the bosom 

above.Instantly, the child's crying stopped, as if in a coma. 

 

After all this, the man looked at Ye Chen and said, "I've changed my mind. Your feeling makes me too 

uncomfortable." 

 



"Although this little guy doesn't want you to die, he's in deep sleep now. Even if I kill you, there won't be 

any reaction." 

 

"In the future, I just want to be in charge of myself, not outsiders." 

 

"In fact, you are a threat. Although the present is far from qualified, your future is full of too much 

uncertainty." 

 

"I'll take you on the road." 

 

The next second, a sword appeared in front of the man! 

 

It's the way of the evil sword! 

 

The evil sword blooms bright and strange light! 

 

The wind blows! The sword moves! 

 

As if across the time, has appeared in front of Ye Chen! 

 

The sword idea hasn't arrived yet, unexpectedly let the leaf Chen of the moment have the feeling of 

dissipating! 

 

Ye Chen knows that this man is the real leader of the evil sword! 

 

And now, he's going to kill himself! 

 

The key, this moment, is not ye Chen's noumenon, but ye Chen's spirit! 

 

If the spirit dies, the consequences will be extremely serious! 



 

What to do! 

 

Obviously, the old man also felt something wrong and wanted to kill him. He knew that something had 

happened to Ye Chen! 

 

He even regretted taking Ye Chen into it! 

 

If ye Chen has an accident, it's impossible for him to leave reincarnation cemetery! 

 

Wuzu also has a dignified expression. In fact, he has been restrained by the evil sword! 

 

People all know that he monopolizes the evil sword, but they don't know that his existence is just a joke! 

 

He had never seen the man and child in the evil sword, but he was threatened by an invisible force! 

 

Now if that boy died, I'm afraid that he would also have an accident! 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen at the moment, thought of all ways! 

 

But it's all dead! 

 

Even in today's state, we can't communicate with the picture of huangquan and xuanhanyu! 

 

What to do! 

 

When that startling sword wants to penetrate Ye Chen's body! 



 

Suddenly, two old and powerful roars resounded! 

 

Next second, the world around seems to be mercilessly torn! 

 

The two monsters rushed out by force! 

 

Together, the two pupils twinkled with strange red and blue light, killing the sky! 

 

Together, like apes and monkeys, the whole body is surging with the power of chaos! 

 

It's Xiao Huang and Xiao Hei! 

 

Now Xiao Huang and Xiao Hei are extremely ferocious! 

 

They and ye Chen have been maintaining, naturally know ye Chen had an accident! 

 

At this moment, they choose the protector! 

 

The two figures are monstrous, and the nightmare of the world is coming! 

 

Between the heaven and the earth, the energy of the beginning of chaos is going towards the sword! 

 

At this moment, the power of Xiao Huang and Xiao Hei restricts the power of the evil sword! 

 

Even, the power of the evil sword is about to collapse! 

 

Not far away from the man, the expression is extremely strange, even in the eyes there is a trace of 

incredible panic! 



 

Double pupil nightmare, as well as the origin of black, he knows! 

 

How can these two guys be willing to be one's pet animals! 
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What an adverse chance! 

 

What's more, the breath of the two beasts is extremely shocking! 

 

Although the strength has not yet grown to the peak, he can actually erase it! 

 

But the two beasts are determined to die with the evil sword! 

 

He looked at Ye Chen again, his eyes were no longer condescending, no longer pitying and pondering! 

It's vibration! 

 

This boy's future, how terrible! 

 

In a twinkling, the man wanted to know everything clearly. With a wave of his big hand, the sword 

broke, and his body disappeared in the dark! 

 

It's a clear escape! 

 

Even if he has the power to suppress the existence of these two ends, the evil sword will surely break! 

 

In time, the eternal plan will be ruined by him! 



 

No way! 

 

Ye Chen breathed out a breath and looked at Xiao Huang and Xiao Hei. He said gratefully, "Xiao Huang, 

Xiao Hei, thank you!" 

 

Xiao Huang and Xiao Hei looked at each other and said in one voice: "master, we will never allow anyone 

to hurt you." 

 

"It's just that we've spent too much effort to get here, and we may have to fall asleep for a short time." 

 

"Master, be careful." 

 

With that, Xiao Huang and Xiao Hei left here. 

 

And the void behind Ye Chen also tears and returns to the original place. 

 

The old man saw Ye Chen come out and the big stone in his heart fell down. 

 

And that sorcerer also is so, but he sees to Ye Chen's eyes some to change. 

 

Although Ye Chen is a mole ant in front of him, he knows very well that this son is absolutely a shocking 

dragon! 

 

Fearing that things might change again, Huang Lao stood up and said to Ye Chen: "don't stay here any 

longer. Before you have enough strength, you'd better not fight with those swords. These four swords 

are different from the heavenly swords in the supreme world. If the Huangmo heavenly swords and 

those heavenly swords are weapons, the four earthly swords seen in the earth's heart are not weapons, 

It's more like the eye of an array. " 

 

"I'm not sure what the people behind me are going to do." 



 

"It may not even be for the last pure land outside the territory! It's more like the lust of some great man! 

" 

 

"Well, boy, let's leave here. I'm afraid you still have something to deal with in the five holy places. It's 

time to go deep." 

 

"Also, during this period of time, you can find a way to repair the Zhenxie dish as soon as possible." 

 

"I guess I'll be sleeping for a while." 

 

Ye Chen hears Huang Lao's words and nods. Soon he and Huang Lao leave the town evil plate. 

 

Back to the five holy places Ye Chen also opened his eyes, a mouthful of red blood spit out. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't think about it any more. He quickly uses the eight trigrams Tiandan and Lingbei to 

repair his injury! 

 

Six hours later. 

 

Ye Chen's injury just recovered. 

 

He stood up and didn't think about the evil tray. There are some evil sects in the five holy places. He'd 

better get what the ancestors of Dixin Temple told him as soon as possible and then leave. 

 

When he looked around, he found that this place seemed to be a secluded valley, with quiet water 

flowing deep, ancient trees, quiet flowers and trees everywhere, the sound of dingdong streams was 

very pleasant, and the air he breathed was full of aura. 

 

"Is this the holy land of the five directions?" 

 



Ye Chen looked around, but suddenly saw that there was a huge Nine Tailed Fox deep in the valley, 

crouching and snoring. 

 

And the nine tail fox behind, is a layer of ivy, intertwined entanglement, Ivy hanging a gourd. 

 

The gourd fairy is surrounded by light, and the haze is thin. It emits a rather intoxicating fragrance, 

which has the smell of pills and wine. 

 

"Is that Dan Xianhu?" 

 

Ye Chen was surprised. The gourd, presumably, was Dan Xianhu. The smell of Dan medicine wine was so 

strong that it had obviously bred Dan Xianling wine. 

 

There is no one to guard around, only this Nine Tailed Fox. 

 

Ye Chen's heart is slightly dignified. Looking at the breath of the Nine Tailed Fox, it's obvious that it's the 

supreme beast. If he fights, he will surely win. 

 

However, it is bound to disturb the people of the temple, and the consequences are unimaginable. 

 

You know, the four elders of the ruling church, Chen zuiyue in "jinghuashuiyue", is guarding outside. 

 

Once found by Chen zuiyue, ye Chen is afraid that it is difficult to get away. 

 

"It seems that Hong Beichen still means to make trouble for me. How can it be so easy to capture 

danxianhu?"Ye Chen only feels extremely difficult, even wants to return the same way. 

 

But it's too perfunctory to go back empty handed now. Ye Chen is waiting in place to see if he can find 

any chance. 

 

However, the Nine Tailed Fox, whether in daily practice or sleeping, was under danxianhu and never left. 



 

Danxianhu's aura is sufficient. The nine fox can satisfy the need of cultivation with a little absorption. 

There will be no danger of exhaustion in ten thousand years, so it can be guarded all the time. 

 

"Damn, there's no chance. How can I take it?" 

 

Ye Chen clenched his teeth and waited for several days, but he couldn't find any chance to take 

advantage of it. 

 

If you forcibly seize it, it's no different from looking for death. Ye Chen plans to wait a little longer. If he 

doesn't have a chance, he will return the same way and declare the mission failure to the ancestors of 

the three nationalities. 

 

Boom! 

 

However, at this time, the sky sounded a great shock, only to see a heavenly tree, suddenly emerged 

and down. 

 

The tree is very huge, it can't be described in words. Every leaf is full of the breath of the universe. 

 

It's Hong's cosmic tree! 

 

"What, it's a cosmic tree! Is the Hong family here? " 

 

Ye Chen was surprised, but he saw that in the tree of the universe, the green light was shining. A 

graceful, charming and beautiful woman was like a fairy falling down. It was Hong Xin! 

 

A few days no see, Hong Xin's breath has a breakthrough, even more terrible than the last time! 

 

It's only a few days. How can Hong Xin grow up so fast? 

 



"It's so fast!" 

 

Ye Chen is surprised. If Hong Xin at this time goes to fight the emperor shimohou, she may be able to 

defeat him with the help of the universe tree. 

 

In just a few days, Hong Xin has made such great progress. There must be a big chance behind it. It's not 

just the tree of the universe. 

 

Under the surge of cultivation, Hong Xin's temperament and appearance are greatly changed. He used 

to be a pretty girl, but now he has the arrogance of the empress of heaven. He is dressed in purple fairy 

clothes, as bright as the sun rising in the morning, as if he were a moon covered by light clouds, as if he 

were a fairy like figure. 

 

In Hong's family, she is worshipped by thousands of people and has the power to control the life and 

death of thousands of people, which is not what it used to be. 

 

"Who are you? How dare you break into the five sacred places?" 

 

The Nine Tailed Fox saw Hong Xin and looked at the virtual shadow of the universe tree behind him. 

Suddenly, he was full of vigilance. He flew up in the air and confronted Hong Xin from a distance. 
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"I'm the emperor of the Hong family. I'll borrow a pot of wine from you today. I don't think it's easy for 

you to cultivate, so I won't kill you. I'll give you the wine as soon as possible!" 

 

Hong Xinmei's eyes were haughty and looked down at the Nine Tailed Fox. 

 

Nine Tailed Fox looked around, but didn't find any other disciples. It seems that Hong Xin broke into this 

place, but no one was aware of it. 

 



Catherine Hung said lightly, "no need to look at it. I hung up my family's eyes. I have secretly planted a 

big block. What is happening here will not be known by outsiders." 

 

Nine tail demon fox heart big shock, so say, even if Hong Xin killed it, the people outside also don't 

know. 

 

Ye Chen was also very shocked. Catherine Hung said it was true. Hung Jia really has an eye liner here. 

 

With the help of the internal ghost, Hong Xin can come in naturally. 

 

"I don't take danxianhu, just the spirit wine in the gourd." 

 

Hong Xin offers a condition. The Tianji of that danxianhu is deeply involved. Once it is taken off, it is 

bound to be discovered by the elders of the holy hall, and even the isolation array cannot be stopped. 

 

So, she only wants the wine in the gourd. 

 

Nine tail demon fox heart move, way: "how much do you want?" 

 

Hong Xin was silent for a while and said, "I want all of them!" 

 

The Nine Tailed Fox laughed and said, "you will take away all the drinks. After a few days, the holy hall 

will investigate them. I can't give you a drop. Don't you want me to die?" 

 

Hong Xin's slender hand condensed the spirit of the universe tree and turned it into a universe sword in 

her hand. She held the hilt of the sword, floating like an immortal. There was a sense of killing in her 

eyes. She said, "do you want to give it or not?" 

 

The Nine Tailed Fox bared his teeth and showed a very fierce look. He said, "this is our territory. If you 

want to take the wine, you should kill us first!" 

 



As soon as the words are finished, the Nine Tailed Fox rises suddenly in the air, and its claws are like 

swords. It rolls up a strong wind and kills Hong Xin. 

 

"Destroy sword Qi, break!" 

 

Hong Xin didn't dodge, and when he wielded his sword, he opened the seal of destruction. A very strong 

sword of destruction came out. 

 

The Nine Tailed Fox's pupil shrinks and takes back its claw in a hurry, but it's still half slow. It's scratched 

by Hong Xin's sword and dripping with blood. 

 

"This is... The seal of destruction! The destruction seal of the eighth heaven! Have you inherited the 

orthodoxy of Hong Tianzheng? " 

 

Nine tail demon fox looks at the blood wound on the paw, the vision shakes thoroughly, takes the fear 

way. 

 

Hong Xin said: "that's right! I have inherited the tradition of my ancestors. I'll give you another chance to 

offer you Danxian wine. I won't kill you. " 

 

Ye Chen hears Hong Xin's words, in the heart is greatly surprised, way: "originally she has inherited Hong 

Tianzheng's orthodoxy." 

 

Hong Tianzheng's Dao Yin of destruction is the only person in the world who can break through the 

limitation of heaven and earth. 

 

It seems that the Hong family has found Hong Tianzheng's skeleton, and let Hong Xin refine and inherit 

Hong Tianzheng's orthodoxy. 

 

Hong Xin's inheritance naturally made great progress. Although her practice of destroying Dao Yin was 

not as terrible as Hong Tianzheng's at his peak, the destruction of Dao Yin in eight layers of heaven was 

already terrible. A flick of her finger could crush the stars and the moon. 

 



Nine tail fox feel Hong Xin terrible breath, already know today no chance to win. 

 

"Magic blood heavenly book, break it for me!" 

 

Although he knew it was hard, the Nine Tailed Fox didn't wait to die. As soon as he vomited out of his 

mouth, the devil filled his mouth and condensed into a Book of heaven. 

 

This volume of the book of heaven is the blood book of the four books of heaven, which represents the 

blood of the evil way. 

 

As soon as the magic blood book came out, there were layers of evil spirit surging between heaven and 

earth. The sky was dyed with the color of blood, thunder rumbled and vibrated, and there were endless 

demons flying around, making all kinds of hoarse and strange calls. 

 

Nine Tailed Fox sacrifice the magic blood Tianshu, but it doesn't want to kill Hong Xin. In the huge power 

gap, even if it controls the Tianshu, it is not Hong Xin's enemy. 

 

It just wants to attract the attention of the outside world by the sudden change of enchanted blood. 

 

But, outside a dead silence, here even if the weather startles the sky, the outside world also does not 

have the slightest movement. 

 

Obviously, the effect of Hong Xin's isolation array is very good. No matter what breath fluctuation, it is 

completely suppressed. 

 

"What's the use of a Book of heaven? Unless you can take out the book of heaven, it will be a disaster 

today. " 

 

Hong Xin looked at the sky full of blood clouds, clear face is still light, without a trace of panic, light 

sword. 

 



The sword of the universe echoed with the tree of the universe. A touch of green and misty sword Qi 

rose up and suddenly cut all the clouds to pieces.The weather created by the magic blood heavenly book 

was broken all at once. 

 

The Nine Tailed Fox's face changed violently and said, "if you want to take the spirit wine, I will die with 

you." 

 

With that, the Nine Tailed Fox suddenly burst out, with a ferocious face, and rushed to Hong Xin's side. It 

was a self explosion. 

 

"No!" 

 

Hong Xin looks pale. She was already on guard against the Nine Tailed Fox to prevent it from fighting 

back. But unexpectedly, this is the territory of the Nine Tailed Fox. The other party's speed is so fast that 

she can't react to it. 

 

Boom! 

 

Nine tail fox exploded in the sky, the huge body suddenly exploded, abruptly exploded a mushroom 

cloud. 

 

The sky seems to have been shattered, and layers of space burst. The forests and mountains on the 

ground were instantly blown into ruins, a mess, and even the virtual shadow of the cosmic tree was 

crushed alive. 

 

The sky is full of black blood and red clouds, and the strong smell of blood is shocking. 

 

In the mushroom cloud, Hong Xin's weak body fell down. 

 

The volume of magic blood book also fell down. 

 

Ye Chen rushes up and catches Hong Xin's delicate body. 



 

But Hong Xin's face was pale, and her body was full of scars. She was no longer proud and was on the 

verge of death. 

 

"Mr. Ye, it's you..." 

 

Hong Xin opens her eyes and sees Ye Chen. She thinks she is dreaming. 

 

She didn't expect that ye Chen would appear here. 

 

"I'll heal you first!" 

 

Ye Chen's face is dignified. Hong Xin's injury is too serious. If she is not treated immediately, she will die 

soon. 

 

Although Ye Chen and Hong's family are destined to be enemies, they can kill Hong Xin on the 

battlefield, but they can't be saved at this time. 

 

Ye Chen holds Hong Xin and sits down by a stream. He looks at Hong Xin's graceful figure and says, "you 

are the middle of martial arts. Don't worry about trifles. Miss Hong, I'll heal you now. Please don't blame 

me." 

 

With that, ye Chen takes off Hong Xin's blood stained clothes and takes the clear stream water to clean 

and wipe the wound for her. 

 

Hong Xin's face is red, and her teeth are biting her red lips. She is shy, but she knows that ye Chen is 

healing herself, so she doesn't say anything to resist. 
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Ye Chen takes Hong Xin's pulse, but she feels her aura is very disordered. At the moment, ye Chen takes 

off her shoes and uses the technique on Yongquan acupoint under her feet to stimulate her aura. 

 

After that, ye Chen applied the techniques on the three yang meridians, three yin meridians, Fu Tu, 

Huan Tiao, Xuan Zhong, Sanyinjiao, Yin Gu and so on. 

 

Then, she massaged her abdomen, rubbed her navel for breath, and guided a breath of aura to 

Tanzhong acupoint on her chest. Finally, she led to Tianling acupoint to complete the whole body aura 

cycle. 

 

After ye Chen's skill, the aura in Hong Xin's meridians immediately returned to normal operation, and 

her face turned from pale to ruddy. 

 

Just this way, ye Chen almost touched her whole body. 

 

Hong Xin is ashamed. A few days ago in Hong's family, she was still the supreme emperor and saint. She 

was worshipped by thousands of people. She has such a high status. But today, she is like a lamb to be 

slaughtered at Ye Chen's disposal. 

 

This huge contrast makes Hong Xin feel ashamed and helpless. 

 

Ye Chen is also embarrassed, but there is no way to deal with it. Hong Xin's injury is too serious. If only 

relying on external treatment, it is impossible to cure her. She must rely on her own aura. 

 

Ye Chen smoothed her breath, applied medicine on the wound, and then used the eight trigrams 

Tiandan technique for the final treatment. 

 

Hum! 

 

A soft blue Taoist aura enveloped Hong Xin. 

 

"Good... Good pain..." 



 

Hong Xin bites her red lip, and the wound is about to heal, but there is a kind of crisp pain in her heart. 

 

Fortunately, the crisp feeling passed quickly. 

 

"All right." 

 

Ye Chen takes back his palm and steps back. 

 

After working hard for a long time, Hong Xin's injury was completely healed. He didn't even leave a scar. 

His body was like a white jade, shaking Ye Chen's eyes. 

 

"Don't look!" 

 

Hong Xin wakes up and stares at Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen shrugged his shoulders and murmured: "I haven't seen it yet." 

 

Then he turned his head. 

 

Hong Xin blushes and changes her clothes. Ye Chen not only looks at her body, but also touches it all. If 

it's spread out, the face of the emperor of Hong's family must be gone. 

 

"You can't tell what happened today!" 

 

Hong Xin gritted her teeth. 

 

Ye Chen said: "well, if I don't say it, I saved you. Don't you even say thank you?" 

 



Hong Xin's face turned red, but he was not in the mood to thank him. He snorted and stopped talking. 

 

Ye Chen smiles and doesn't mind. He picks up the magic blood Book scattered in the distance and says, 

"this book belongs to me." 

 

This book of magic blood is one of the four great books of heaven. It is full of evil spirit. 

 

Indistinctly, ye Chen feels that his magic tablet also resonates with the magic blood book. 

 

If you refine the magic blood book, maybe his magic stele can also transform. 

 

Hong Xin also does not fight with Ye Chen, way: "how can you come here?" 

 

Ye Chen smile a little, way: "the sky machine can't divulge." 

 

Looking at Ye Chen's mysterious appearance, Hong Xin snorted, and then said, "forget it, you saved me 

today, and the danxianling wine is half for one person." 

 

Ye Chen smiles and says: "sorry, Miss Hong, if it wasn't for me today, you would be dead. So, you can't 

take the Dan Xianling wine. I'll take it all." 

 

Hong Xin said, "what do you mean, you are not a robber?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "I just take what I should take." 

 

Hong Xin gnashes her teeth, but when you think about it carefully, ye Chen's words are really 

reasonable. 

 

After all, without Ye Chen, she would have died. 

 



Ye Chen is willing to save her life. Naturally, it's very kind of her. She's too greedy to rob Dan Xianling 

wine. 

 

What's more, ye Chen didn't come with her. She didn't have any kindness to Ye Chen. Ye Chen didn't 

need to repay her. Instead, she owed Ye Chen a lot. 

 

"Well, you are cruel! It's all yours! " 

 

Hong Xin's face flushed with anger. Today's trip to the holy land, she didn't get anything. On the 

contrary, she was innocent and touched by Ye Chen. The loss was not so big. 

 

Ye Chen mouth with a smile, looking at Hong Xin so angry, but just take his helpless appearance, he felt 

very happy."Miss Hong, thank you very much." 

 

Ye Chen arched his hand with a smile and went to the front of the Danxian gourd. He wanted to take the 

gourd off. 

 

"Hey, what are you doing?" 

 

Hong Xin saw this scene and cried out. 

 

Ye Chen said: "why, I take off the gourd and take out the spirit wine. Do you still want it?" 

 

Hong Xin said: "no, if you want to take out the spirit wine, you should take it out every other space. You 

must not take off the gourd, or you will be found by the holy hall." 

 

Ye Chen's face sinks, way: "you mean, I can take away spirit wine, but this gourd can't take away?" 

 

Hong Xin nodded: "yes, once the danxianhu is taken off, it will disturb the holy hall. At that time, let 

alone you, even if I am in the peak state, with the help of the cosmic tree, I may not be able to retreat 

completely!" 

 



Ye Chen frowns lightly. The purpose of his trip is just for Dan Xianhu. If he can only take away the spirit 

wine, but can't take away Dan Xianhu, the task is also a failure. 

 

"What if I take off the gourd and leave at once?" 

 

Ye Chen tries to ask. 

 

Hong Xin said: "if you don't want to die, you can try, but don't bother me. I'll go first." 

 

Finish saying, Hong Xin also ignore Ye Chen's life and death, turn round to leave. 
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Ye Chen looks at the back of Hong Xin leaving, can't help but be stunned. 

 

It seems that this danxianhu is indeed eccentric, otherwise, Hong Xin would not be so alert. 

 

Under Ye Chen's attentive induction, he also captures the danxianhu, which is connected by a great 

secret. Once it is removed, it is likely to touch the ban. 

 

Ye Chen frowned tightly, hesitated to take off the gourd. 

 

"Laohuang, do you think I need to be infected?" 

 

However, in the face of the first battle between Wuzu and Xijian, Huang Lao has completely entered a 

dormant state. 

 

Maybe the old man can hear his own words, but obviously he won't answer. 

 



…… 

 

At the same time, heaven and man. 

 

Ren Fanfan is constantly looking for the trace of Ye Chen, hoping to find a way to enter the earth. 

 

These days, he did not know how many mysteries he had searched and got clues step by step. 

 

But the final answer, after all, did not get. 

 

Obviously, those who existed in those years didn't want outsiders to know the secrets of the inner earth. 

 

What's the secret in this? 

 

At this moment, Ren Fanfan came to a special cave. 

 

This cave is the final place of the clue. 

 

Inside the cave, there is an ancient picture of eight trigrams in the sky. 

 

If ye Chen is as like as two peas, he can recognize this ancient map of the eight diagrams and stars, and 

the one who enters the five party holy land is exactly the same. 

 

"Well? It's an archaic star totem. It's said that it can open up an ancient star road and connect with all 

the world 

 

Ren Fanfan's eyes shrink slightly when he sees the ancient picture. 

 

Then, he pointed out with his fingers, shot a wisp of essence, and poured it into the ancient picture of 

the eight trigrams. 



 

Hum! 

 

The ancient map of the starry sky vibrated violently, and immediately extended an ancient road. 

 

If ye Chen were here, he would be very surprised. 

 

Because, in order to activate the ancient map of the starry sky, Emperor Shilong, the patriarch of the 

imperial family, even sacrificed his life. 

 

Ren Fanfan, however, is easy to activate. It can be seen that his cultivation is so powerful that he has 

reached an unfathomable position. 

 

Looking at the ancient road in the starry sky, Ren Fanfan's eyes lit up. He vaguely traced back to the fate 

of the ancient road and captured the breath of Ye Chen. 

 

"Is this boy really in the center of the earth?" 

 

Ren extraordinary burst of joy, has locked the breath of Ye Chen. 

 

Immediately, he is to discover, at the moment of leaf Chen, Qi luck is very weak, seem to fall into the 

situation of dying. 

 

"Damn it! Are you stepping into the judgment hall? This is not to seek death! " 

 

Ren Fanfan deduces below, already discovered the danger of leaf Chen faintly. 

 

In the center of the earth, only the judgment hall can make the reincarnation Lord fall into the weakness 

of Qi and even the danger of falling. 

 



Ren Fanfan's eyes with a trace of dignified color, immediately set foot on the ancient star road and 

walked forward. 

 

Stepping into the ancient path of the starry sky, flying all the way, soon, Ren Fanfan saw a bright light in 

front of him, and the breath of the earth's heart had been fully revealed. 

 

This ancient road really leads to the center of the earth! 

 

"Has anyone been here, the Hong family..." 

 

Ren extraordinary forward, but found around the residual smell of cause and effect, a little deduction, 

but found the figure of Hong Xin. 

 

It turned out that Hong Xin had taken the same road when she entered the earth. I don't know what 

method she used to activate the ancient map of the starry sky. 

 

"The ten great ancestors always want to find a way to return to the earth's heart, so I'll destroy this way, 

so that they can't succeed all their lives!" 

 

Ren extraordinary eyes exposed murderous, pull out the sword of the waist, ready to wait out, 

immediately destroy this channel. 

 

This passage is the ancestral road. You can go in but not out. You can only go out through the gate of 

henggu. 

 

On the contrary, the gate of eternal antiquity can go out but can't go in. That is to say, as long as Ren 

Fanfan destroys this passage, no one in the world can enter the earth's heart, unless it falls in an 

unexpected way like Ye Chen. 

 

"The son of Ren family! Why do you break into this ancient place when you don't enjoy yourself in the 

supreme world? " 

 



In the dark world outside the ancient road, a cold voice suddenly sounded. It seemed that the people 

here were aware that Ren had the idea of destroying the passage, so they made a warning."Who is it?" 

 

Ren extraordinary hears this voice, catch a very powerful breath faintly, immediately concentrate on 

alert. 

 

In the dark, a Book of heaven appeared. There was not a word on the book of heaven. Even a little aura 

energy did not exist. It was like an illusion of nothingness, which made people unreal. 

 

"No letter from heaven? Are you the watchman here? " 

 

Ren extraordinary a see that day book, the color of guard is even more. 

 

"Good vision, worthy of being the son of Ren family's destiny, can recognize my origin." 

 

There was a very illusory figure on the book of heaven. There was no aura fluctuation all over the body, 

even the breath of life and breath. It was almost nihilistic and extremely strange. 

 

Ren Fanfan praised and said, "it's said that the four volumes of the supreme book of heaven are the 

most powerful existence. Today, it's really extraordinary." 

 

Xiaotianshu has four volumes, which are called "sword, sun and moon". 

 

There are also four volumes of Da Tian Shu, which are called "fairy, Buddha and demon". 

 

The supreme book of heaven also has four volumes, which are called "Fengyun Wuxiang". 

 

Wuwutianshu is one of the four volumes of the supreme Tianshu. Ordinary people may feel a little 

strange when they listen to the word "Wuwu". However, Ren Fanfan knows that the word "Wuwu" 

represents the ultimate goal of cultivating theory. 

 



The so-called "nothingness" means that he has gone beyond the principle of existence. It can be said 

that he does not exist, but he may appear immediately in the next moment. 

 

Heaven and earth are born from nothingness and chaos, and "nothingness" is to trace back to nature, 

return to nothingness, and completely transcend everything, whether it is time and space, destiny, 

material, spirit, energy and so on. 

 

To this state, you can make something out of nothing, and out of thin air, you can produce the great 

power against heaven. 

 

This is a realm that ordinary people can't imagine, and even the super strong people can't understand. 

 

Nothingness is more than nothingness. To be more precise, the concept of nothingness does not exist, 

so it is called "nothingness". 

 

All concepts do not exist. Nature is not contaminated with any cause and effect. It can create the 

universe out of thin air without consuming any energy. 

 

No one in the world has reached such a state. 

 

"Fengyun Wuxiang" four volumes of the supreme book of heaven, are all made by the strong emperor of 

the last era, even the ten ancestors of the past can not understand. 

 

This book of no heaven, reposes the ancient kings and ancestors of the past, the ultimate thinking of 

cultivation, the profound philosophical thinking of the existence and non existence, the cycle of heaven 

and so on. 

 

If you are a strong person who really understands the realm of nothingness, let alone Ren Fanfan, even 

the ten great ancestors can't compete. This kind of strong person doesn't exist in the world, and no one 

can get rid of all the fetters and achieve "nothingness". 
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This volume of Wu Wu Tian Shu contains a trace of thinking about Wu Wu realm. This idea is 

transformed into the virtual shadow Ren Fanfan sees in front of his eyes. 

 

Since can see the existence of the shadow, Ren special secretly relieved a breath, since there is a phase, 

it is not really nothing. 

 

The real nothingness is that the concept of nothingness does not exist, and there will be no sign at all. 

The strong man of this level is the most unimaginable existence. 

 

Xu Ying, who has no book from heaven, said with a smile, "I'm not in vain to be praised by the son of Ren 

family's destiny. I'm ordered by the rules of heaven to guard this place. Anyone who wants to pass 

through must get the permission of heaven." 

 

Ren Feifan clenched the hilt of the sword, and behind it, the light of blood moon appeared, saying: "so 

you are the guardian of heaven? Then, has heaven ever allowed me to step here? " 

 

Wuwutianshu said with a smile: "you are too sharp, for heaven's reason, I advise you to return to the 

supreme world as soon as possible, that place is your stage." 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "it's not my stage, it's my hell." 

 

Wuwutianshu looked at Ren Fanfan's blood red sword and said: "brother Ren means to break through 

hard?" 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "exactly! It's said that nothingness is the ultimate realm of heaven and earth. 

Everything is nothingness. I'd like to see how much magic you, the guardian of heaven, have learned 

about nothingness! " 

 

A word finish saying, Ren extraordinary suddenly wields a sword to kill, behind nine rounds of blood 

month lift off, in the dark bloom the most dazzling light. 

 



"All appearances are nothing! These eight words are not enough to deal with ten thousand ruins, but it's 

as easy as a palm to kill you, the son of destiny 

 

See Ren extraordinary hands, no book face, but also the emergence of a very severe murderous, a palm 

push out. 

 

His hand was so ordinary that it didn't have any fancy changes. However, the strength of his hand was 

strong enough to crush everything into nothingness. 

 

Click! 

 

Ren extraordinary behind the nine rounds of blood month, in the palm of the concussion, actually 

continue to break, into blood mang dissipated, reduced to nothingness. 

 

"Good hand! But it's not enough to kill me! " 

 

Ren Feifan roared up to the sky and waved his sword again. His lifelong cultivation and qi movement 

were all gathered here. A giant whale appeared on the sword, which seemed to be trying to turn over 

the river and the sea. The weather was very powerful. 

 

Wuwutianshu's palm could not suppress the whale. His face changed slightly and he said, "the luck of 

the whale tree? It seems that you have been recognized by the whale tree 

 

The giant whale tree, one of the top ten sacred trees, belongs to Ren family. 

 

Ren Feifan is not a person in the earth's center, but he has countless connections with Ren's family in 

the earth's center. He has been recognized by the giant whale tree. At the moment, the spirit of the 

giant whale tree erupts, which can't be suppressed even by the book of heaven. 

 

"Chaos and nothingness, go with the light!" 

 



Seeing the powerful sword Qi of Ren Fanfan's giant whale, Wu Tianshu urges Tianshu to release a vast 

and empty world. 

 

The world is full of nothingness. As soon as Ren Feifan is enveloped in it, he immediately feels that his 

flesh, spirit, Qi and all kinds of existence will be swallowed up. 

 

Woo 

 

The weather on his sword dissipated immediately. 

 

Wuwutianshu's face is slightly pale, obviously also used all his strength. Originally, there was no aura 

fluctuation in wuwutianshu. At the moment, the light is shining, and each dark and strange character 

floats out, forming layers of prohibition and blockade. He wants to completely trap Ren Feifan here. 

 

"Trying to strangle me? You don't have the qualification, unless you tell the truth behind you to come 

out! " 

 

Ren Feifan's eyes were cold. He suddenly took back his sword, made a seal with both hands, and 

immediately killed himself. 

 

Boom! 

 

This clap of thunder is loud, and layers of thunder are dazzling, as if the most ferocious lightning energy 

in the world is gathered in Ren Fanfan's hand. 

 

"Ah, Xihuang Leiyin! You have become the thunder seal of Xihuang 

 

Wuwutianshu yelled, his eyes full of shock and horror, but he didn't expect that Ren Fanfan had become 

the legendary nine heaven God skill. 

 

In the light and flint, there is no letter from heaven to excite the aura. There is no prohibition and 

blockade around, which is more strict. 



 

He knew the power of the nine heaven magic, so he had no reservation at this moment. Even if he 

sacrificed himself, he would be trapped here. 

 

"Broken!" 

 

Ren Feifan drinks violently and claps his hand on the forbidden runes. 

 

Click! 

 

The thunder is beating, the lightning is surging, and the fierce palm wind dominates the sky.Under the 

impact of Ren's extraordinary palm force, the runes burst into nothingness. 

 

"Puff!" 

 

Wuwutianshu gushed blood from his mouth and was seriously injured in an instant. The blockade of 

forbidden runes was completely broken. 

 

Ren Feifan took advantage of this opportunity to get out immediately. In the blink of an eye, he came to 

the heart of the earth. 

 

"No letter from heaven, it's really powerful." 

 

Ren special slightly recuperates breath, but also feels chest and abdomen stagnant suffocation, suffered 

a little injury. 

 

Although he has just defeated wuwutianshu, he has his own loss. 

 

In this world, there are not many people who can make him hurt. Wuwuwutianshu is one. 

 



After adjusting smooth breath slightly, allow special to pinch to point to calculate, capture the position 

of leaf Chen, fly quickly and go. 

 

…… 

 

At this time, ye Chen is in the five sacred places, looking at the danxianhu, he has made a decision in his 

heart. 

 

Wealth in danger! 

 

The key is that danxianhu is so important! 

 

"This danxianhu must be taken away!" 
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Ye Chen's vision a coagulate, approach to go up, bit to bite a tooth, take off Dan Xian Hu directly. 

 

Boom! 

 

As soon as danxianhu was taken off, the heaven and the earth suddenly rang, as if something terrible 

had been touched. 

 

The next moment, ye Chen around the body, a continuous storm rolling, the storm presents the green 

color, instantly gathered into a tornado, whistling around Ye Chen. 

 

In the storm, there are ancient celestial script characters emerging. 

 

"Lord, it's not good. It's the book of heaven! Let's go 



 

In huangquan world, Qinglong Alsophila tree growls, obviously aware of the bad. 

 

"The wind devil's book of heaven?" 

 

Ye Chen's pupils shrink slightly. 

 

Alsophila spinulosa said: "there are four volumes of the supreme book of heaven, which is called" 

Fengyun Wuxiang ". This wind demon book of heaven is one of them. It has the great power of the 

supreme power. You have touched the prohibition of the wind demon book of heaven. Go 

 

It turns out that the danxianhu is guarded by the wind demon's heavenly script. Once someone tries to 

take it off, it will immediately trigger the wind demon's prohibition and be hanged by the terrible storm. 

 

Whoa, whoa, whoa! 

 

The temple guards in the five holy places, aware of the fluctuation of the wind demon prohibition, 

immediately rushed from all directions. The holy light cut through the sky, and many heavenly generals 

appeared in the sky. 

 

"When the rain against the talisman, Taiyi shock thunder sand, give me a sacrifice!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly drinks a, at the same time when offering sacrifices, the rain turns to the spirit Fu and 

Taiyi shakes the thunder sand. 

 

Before he took off the danxianhu, he had already thought out a plan. Once the prohibition appeared, he 

immediately sacrificed the treasure of chaos and rushed out. 

 

When the rain against the talisman and Taiyi shock thunder sand, two chaotic treasures, at the same 

time sacrifice, suddenly, a dark thunderstorm of lightning, with Ye Chen as the center, crazy swept out. 

 

Boom! 



 

Thunderstorms and tornadoes are intertwined and collided with each other, blowing up the wind and 

thunder, flying sand and rocks, and making the world dark, if there is an end. 

 

This wind devil tornado, originally has the extremely powerful blockade power, but by Ye Chen's 

thunder and sandstorm, the blockade power immediately weakened. 

 

Take advantage of this opportunity, ye Chen immediately get out, along the Star Road, the original road 

back. 

 

He this starry sky ancient road, may enter may leave, the causal restriction is not like Ren extraordinary 

that such formidable. 

 

Along the ancient star road, ye Chen quickly escaped. 

 

Among the five holy places, many disciples of the holy hall and generals of the kingdom of heaven have 

not formed a siege, but ye Chen runs away. 

 

Ye Chen is a strong man who has broken his wrist. His sacrifice is not great. Shi Yudui's talisman and 

Taiyi's thunder sand are two treasures of chaos. They are all sacrificed. They finally break the wind 

devil's prohibition and get away with it. 

 

However, can get Dan Xianhu, ye Chen is also very satisfied, his loss is enough to make up. 

 

"Dan Xianhu has been robbed!" 

 

"The Lord of reincarnation!" 

 

"Damn, how did the reincarnation Lord come in?" 

 

Many disciples of the holy hall, seeing the figure of Ye Chen leaving, are furious and anxious. They want 

to catch up, but they don't know where ye Chen has gone. 



 

Ye Chen once killed three elders situ Qingshui and fought with the holy hall, so the people in the holy 

hall can recognize Ye Chen's breath and see that he took Dan Xianhu intact. He is shocked and shocked 

by the fate of the reincarnation Lord. 

 

"What happened?" 

 

Just when everyone was in a panic, a drunken young man with long hair and long eyes, carrying a wine 

pot, appeared on the scene with the help of several beautiful maids. 

 

"Elder Chen!" 

 

The crowd immediately saluted. 

 

This young man is Chen zuiyue in the "Mirror Flower Water Moon". 

 

He is the fourth elder, but his cultivation breath is much stronger than that of the Third Elder situ 

Qingshui. Only because he is the youngest and the youngest, he ranks the fourth in terms of seniority, 

but his real strength is extremely strong. 

 

"Elder Chen, the Lord of samsara has robbed danxianhu." 

 

A disciple reported. 

 

When Chen zuiyue heard this sudden change, she started to smile a little. She picked up the bottle 

leisurely and drank a mouthful of wine, as if she didn't care about it. She looked as if everything was 

under control. 

 

"Since things have been robbed, go and get them back, and follow me to learn from the master of 

reincarnation." 

 



Chen zuiyue grabs the empty palm, and the surrounding space bursts.His palm is like a sculpture, with 

slender and elegant joints. When he grabs it, endless space bursts and a passage appears. 

 

"When we catch the reincarnation Lord, let's make a wine cup with his skull, and get drunk. Isn't it 

wonderful? Ha ha ha... " 

 

Chen zuiyue burst out laughing and stepped into the space channel. 

 

Around the temple disciples, heaven generals, also quickly followed in. 

 

…… 

 

At this time, ye Chen came out from the ancient road in the starry sky, with a heavy danxianhu in his 

hand, in full bloom. 

 

"Finally got Dan Xianhu, the sacrifice is really not small." 

 

Ye Chen sighed and pulled off the lid of the gourd. Suddenly, he saw that there was a gourd full of spirit 

wine in the Danxian gourd. The wine was amber in color. The smell of wine made people salivate. 

 

Gululu! 

 

Ye Chen said nothing and drank a mouthful of spirit wine. 

 

Spirit wine into the throat, such as cool streams, a fall into the Dantian, immediately emitting a very 

strong aura, spread to the whole body meridians. 

 

"Cool 

 

Ye Chen suddenly feels refreshed, and every inch of his pores seems to be cheering. 



 

The aura of this Danxian spirit wine is too strong, even for the practitioners of Ye Chen's realm, it has 

great benefits. 

 

Ye Chen had just broken through to the eighth heaven of the original realm. When he drank the wine, he 

found that his cultivation had improved about one tenth. 

 

He has a profound knowledge of martial arts. If he wants to make a breakthrough, it will be thousands of 

times more difficult than ordinary people. It's incredible that he can make one tenth progress after 

drinking a mouthful of Danxian wine. 

 

"This wine is really valuable. No wonder the ancestors of the three ethnic groups value it so much!" 

 

Ye Chen is amazed, and his eyes are constantly flowing. It is absolutely impossible for him to hand over 

danxianhu to the ancestors of the three ethnic groups at such a high cost. 

 

Ye Chen still clearly remembers the death of emperor Shilong. Don't be anyone's pawn, or you will lose 

control of your destiny and be at your disposal. 

 

He wants to control danxianhu in his own hands and will never be dominated by outsiders. 

 

Making up his mind, ye Chen moves forward quickly, ready to return to the temple of the earth. 

 

"Reincarnation Lord, since you want to drink, why don't you call me together? Isn't it too boring to drink 

by yourself 

 

At this time, there was a shallow laugh in the sky. 

 

Ye Chen's face changed. He looked up and saw a drunken and lazy young man tearing the void and 

appearing in the sky. 

 



Although the young man is drunk and lazy, but in fact there is a murderous opportunity in his eyes. Ye 

Chen only feels the whole breath and is locked by him. No matter where he goes, he can't escape. 
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"Are you Chen zuiyue in" jinghuashuiyue " 

 

Ye Chen pulls out the wild devil's sword and is on guard. 

 

Chen zuiyue's breath was stronger than situ Qingshui's, and it seemed that everything in the world was 

under his control. 

 

"It's a great honor for the Lord of reincarnation to recognize me." 

 

Chen zuiyue smiles a little, converges drunkenness, and looks serious. 

 

Whoa, whoa, whoa! 

 

Behind him, the Holy Light twinkled. 

 

One by one, the disciples of the holy hall and the generals of the kingdom of heaven emerged one after 

another. They were all dressed in holy armour, armed with swords, spears and halberds, and they were 

very murderous. 

 

"Gale! Gale 

 

The disciples formed a formation and surrounded Ye Chen like a bucket. They shook their arms and cried 

out, showing a magnificent atmosphere. 

 



Ye Chen's face is completely gloomy. He didn't expect that the other party would come after him. He has 

escaped from the five holy places. 

 

"You have the smell of my wind demon's heavenly script. You can't escape. Let's go. I want to use your 

skull as a wine cup. I'll give you a good time." 

 

Chen zuiyue came down and stood up with her hands down. She was smiling. Behind her, there was a 

dark blue book of storm. 

 

It's his wind demon's book of heaven, one of the four volumes of the supreme book of heaven. When ye 

Chen was in the five holy places, although he had broken the blockade of the wind demon's book of 

heaven, he was stained with the smell of the book of heaven, but he couldn't get rid of Chen zuiyue's 

tracking and was immediately locked in his position. 

 

Looking at this heavy encirclement, ye Chen facial expression nature is incomparably dignified. 

 

"The way of the Supreme Master, open!" 

 

With a roar, ye Chen directly opens the Supreme Master's way, and his aura bursts out. He wears a sky 

blue Taoist robe, and his whole body bursts out the immortal atmosphere of the Dragon Tiger master. 

 

After breaking through to the eighth level of Shiyuan realm, he has refined many Taoist methods again. 

He is no longer only practicing the devil's way. The former Taishang Heavenly Master's way is now 

playing out. The weather is far better than the past. He has promoted Ye Chen's cultivation from the 

eighth level of Shiyuan realm to the Ninth level of Shiyuan realm for a short time. 

 

Although it is only a short-term level of ascension, it has a great gain to Ye Chen's Qi. 

 

"Well?" 

 

Aware of Ye Chen's promotion, Chen zuiyue's smile was slightly stiff, and said: "it's worthy of 

reincarnation, and the cards are emerging one after another." 

 



The information about ye Chen in the holy hall doesn't have the existence of the supreme heavenly way, 

so ye Chen shows it at the moment, which makes Chen zuiyue quite shocked. 

 

The legendary reincarnation master has many cards. If ye Chen escapes, he will be in great trouble in the 

future. 

 

"All the disciples of the holy hall, listen to the order and form the formation!" 

 

Chen zuiyue first ordered that in the face of Ye Chen, a mere practitioner of the original realm, he did 

not dare to be careless and ordered the disciples of the holy hall to form an array on the spot. 

 

"Yes 

 

The crowd immediately stood in accordance with the direction of the ruling array, and divided it into 72 

angles to form an overwhelming ruling array. The overwhelming atmosphere enveloped Ye Chen's Qi 

and blood were under great pressure. 

 

"Wind devil's blade, kill me!" 

 

Then, with a big wave of her hand, Chen zuiyue releases the wind demon '. 

 

Ye Chen only feels that a very fierce wind is coming. Seeing the wind devil's blade coming, he quickly 

waves the wild devil's Sky Sword to block it. 

 

Clank, clank! 

 

The wind devil's blades were disordered, and the vigorous Qi was condensed. It was as if ye Chen's wild 

devil's sword collided with it, and it made a sound of gold and iron. 

 

At this time, the surrounding disciples of the holy hall have formed a ruling array. Between the shouts 

and roars, a ruling light, like thunder, comes to kill Ye Chen. 

 



Ye Chen's Qi machine is made by Chen zuiyue. This holy light of judgment can't be avoided. 

 

"Lingfengshenmai, open!" 

 

In the crisis, ye Chen roared, and the whole body broke out, opening the Lingfeng spirit pulse. 

 

Boom! 

 

The holy light of the verdict bombards Ye Chen and is immediately absorbed by Lingfeng spirit. 

 

WOW! 

 

It absorbed the joint efforts of many church strongmen, and Ling Fengshen's pulse was completely 

accumulated. 

 

"Xiao Chonglou Zhang, break it for me!" 

 

Ye Chen kills Chen zuiyue with one palm. This palm is mixed with the power accumulated by Ling 

Fengshen pulse. It is so powerful that it wants to crush the stars."Why?" 

 

Chen zuiyue is greatly surprised. Unexpectedly, ye Chen takes a blow from the ruling sky array, but he 

absorbs this power and uses it to fight back against him. 

 

"Reincarnation of blood, really tricky and eccentric!" 

 

Chen zuiyue has attached great importance to Ye Chen, but at this moment, he finds that he still 

despises Ye Chen. 

 

When ye Chen catches the picture with one hand, the combination of xiaochonglou Shenshu and 

Lingfeng Shenmai is extremely terrifying. Chen zuiyue's face shows a dignified color slightly, and his 



palms are waved in a series. The elegant fragrance of wine floats in the palm wind, and one hand flies to 

remove Ye Chen's palm. 

 

"No! There is a big gap between the two realms! " 

 

Ye Chen sees that the other party is so weighty that he even takes off his own small heavy building palm. 

Then he knows that there is too much difference between him and Chen zuiyue. 

 

With Ye Chen's current comprehensive combat power, ye Chen can probably deal with the strong men 

in the seven or eight level sky of Taizhen realm, and even some extremely terrifying eight level sky of 

Taizhen realm may not be able to fight, but Chen zuiyue's cultivation is far beyond Taizhen realm, and 

even more powerful than situ Qingshui. 

 

In the face of such a strong man, even ye Chen is hard to defeat. His state is too bad, unless he is 

desperate to burn reincarnation blood. 
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But at this time, he fought alone, and no one took him. Once he burned his reincarnation blood and fell 

into weakness, he would still be killed by the disciples of the holy hall. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, I can't win today. On the one hand, my realm is far better than you, and on the 

other hand, I am very ashamed because of the number of people. In the future, when you die, I will 

come to your grave to worship you every year. I hope you don't blame me." 

 

Chen zuiyue dissolves Ye Chen '. 

 

In order to prevent Ye Chen from exploding and fighting back, Chen zuiyue urges the wind demon 

Tianshu to completely suppress Ye Chen's breath. 

 

"Buddha rain, heavenly book, open!" 



 

Ye Chen clenches his teeth and unfolds the Buddhist rain heavenly script. A ray of Buddhist light diffuses 

out, but he is crushed by the wind demon heavenly script on the spot and can't compete at all. 

 

It's one thing to have a gap in realm. There is also a gap in the level of heavenly script. 

 

Ye Chen's book of Buddha and rain is the great book of heaven, while Chen zuiyue's book of wind and 

devil is the supreme book of heaven. From the level of magic weapon, it is higher than ye Chen. 

 

"Lord, I'll guard you, you go quickly!" 

 

In the world of huangquan, Qinglong Alsophila tree sees Ye Chen's dangerous situation and has made 

the decision to sacrifice his protector. 

 

Roar! 

 

A burst of dragon sound, a powerful green dragon, suddenly appeared in Ye Chen's body. 

 

"Well? The breath of Qinglong tea tree? " 

 

Chen zuiyue's face sank slightly when she saw the green dragon. 

 

From the information of the holy hall, he naturally knew that the green dragon tea tree of the Xuan 

family had fallen to Ye Chen. 

 

At this time, Qinglong was born with the intention of protecting the Lord in his eyes, as if he wanted to 

explode. 

 

"It's not so easy for you to blow yourself up!" 

 



Without waiting for the green dragon Alsophila spinulosa to take action, Chen zuiyue grabs her five 

fingers and attacks with one claw in the air, completely blocking the breath of Alsophila spinulosa and 

preventing it from self exploding. 

 

Ye Chen's face is dignified. Under the huge gap, he and Qinglong Alsophila tree can't resist Chen zuiyue's 

attack. 

 

Seeing that the great calamity was approaching, the sky was suddenly full of blood, and nine rounds of 

blood moon roared and soared above the sky. 

 

A very natural and elegant figure, slowly came down, his face indifferent, behind the nine rounds of 

blood like totem, is Ren extraordinary. 

 

"Any elder!" 

 

Ye Chen sees Ren Feifan coming, surprised and happy, and suddenly gets a big boost. He never thought 

that Ren Feifan would appear in the center of the earth. 

 

Chen zuiyue was shocked to see Ren Fanfan's figure. 

 

"Who are you?" 

 

From Ren Fanfan, Chen zuiyue catches a terrible breath, which is much more terrible than his 

accomplishments. 

 

Dimly, Chen zuiyue even has the illusion that he is more powerful than the judge. It's incredible! 

 

"I am destiny 

 

Ren extraordinary high in the air, suddenly a sword to kill, blood month butcher day cut with sharp edge, 

mercilessly cleave down. 

 



Chen zuiyue's pupil shrinks, and the bloody moon slaughters the sky. It's extremely sharp, but it's not 

Ren extraordinary's full strength. 

 

Ren special has reservation, seem to have fear to what rule, did not use all one's strength, just used a 

small part of strength. 

 

But even with a small part of her strength, Chen zuiyue feels tremendous pressure. 

 

XueYue's sword Qi killed all the disciples of the holy hall and the generals of heaven. They were swept by 

the sword Qi, and suddenly burst, spattered with blood, screamed one after another, and died in an 

instant. 

 

Almost 90% of the disciples were killed directly by Ren Feifan, leaving only a few survivors. 

 

Chen zuiyue urges the wind demon Tianshu to resist Ren's extraordinary sword Qi. The Tianshu is 

shocked by the sword Qi, and the light suddenly dissipates. All of a sudden, it loses its aura and has been 

greatly damaged. 

 

"Puff!" 

 

Chen zuiyue gushed blood from her mouth and was seriously injured on the spot. 

 

"Blood moon slaughters heaven! You... You are the son of the Ren family 

 

Chen zuiyue finally recognized it, with a great shock and panic in her eyes, no longer just lazy and 

elegant appearance. 

 

Under the influence of Ren's extraordinary power, he is like a clown, and his aura is too bad. 

 

Ren Feifan's face is indifferent and silent. He lands in the air, but he doesn't kill Chen zuiyue. Instead, he 

takes Ye Chen and leaves quickly. 

 



Ye Chen escaped from death. Looking at Ren's elegant figure, he said: "master Ren, thank you for saving 

me again!"Ren Fanfan said: "nothing. Don't thank me. In the future, I will be in great trouble. I still need 

your help." 

 

Ye Chen said: "master Ren, why don't you kill Chen zuiyue?" 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "he didn't offend me. I can't move the killer casually, otherwise I will be found by the 

reason behind. Even if there is no punishment, it's not a wise move to tear the face directly with the 

judge." 

 

His tone was light, and he seemed to have a profound understanding of the situation in the geocentric 

region. 

 

Ye Chen secretly admires, knows Ren extraordinary this kind of realm person, even if has not been to 

the earth heart domain before, but as long as a foot steps in, deduces the natural plan, then can discern 

all kinds of cause and effect destiny. 

 

"Senior Ren, you... You seem to be hurt?" 

 

Between faint, leaf Chen discovers again however, there are a few slight injuries on Ren extraordinary 

body, although influence is not big, but it is injured after all. 

 

This world, in addition to the superior, unexpectedly can also have hurt any extraordinary person, ye 

Chen nature is greatly surprised. 

 

"Well, when I came here, I had a fight with the guardian of heaven." 

 

Ren Fanfan simply told ye Chen what happened in the ancient path of the starry sky, the guardian of 

heaven, the mystery of wuwuwutianshu and so on. 

 

"The guardian of heaven's principle, the realm of absolute nothingness? Is the ultimate goal of 

cultivation nihility 

 



Ye Chen after hearing, a face startled. 

 

Ren Feifan shook his head and said, "it's not nothingness. Nothingness means that nothingness doesn't 

exist. All concepts don't exist. All descriptions about nothingness are wrong, because it can't be 

described at all. You have to remember that the world is born from chaotic nothingness, and chaotic 

nothingness is born from the ultimate nothingness, the concept of nothingness, It is because there is no 

reason why there is nothing, so everything can evolve. " 

 

Ye Chen stayed for a long time and said, "it's so complicated. I can't understand it." 

 

The word "Wu Wu" has gone beyond common sense and is not understood by ordinary people. 

 

Ren Fanfan said: "it doesn't matter if you don't understand. Just remember what I just said. It will be 

useful for your cultivation in the future." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and said, "OK, I know. I've already remembered it, Mr. Ren." 

 

Although don't understand, but ye Chen or "nothing" concept, firmly in mind. 

 

"Let's go. I'll go back to the temple of the earth with you." 

 

Ren Feifan sniffs Ye Chen's body, vaguely permeated with the fragrance of Danxian wine. He traces back 

to heaven and knows the things of the earth center temple. 

 

"Master Ren, I've got danxianhu. Would you like a drink?" 

Chapter 5900 

 

 

 

Ye Chen will Dan Xian Hu out, toward Ren extraordinary smile. 

 



Ren Feifan said with a smile: "I naturally want to drink such spirit wine, but now is not the time. When I 

get back to the outside world, I'll have another drink with you." 

 

Ye Chen surprised: "good!" 

 

At the moment, ye Chen takes Ren Fanfan back to the temple of the earth's heart. 

 

On the other side of the five holy places, Chen zuiyue picked up her life. Her face was pale and her body 

was shaking constantly. She couldn't move. 

 

Ren Fanfan brings his shadow and prestige, which is so tragic that he almost destroys his Taoist heart. 

 

If he had not seen it with his own eyes, he would not have thought that there were such masters in the 

world. 

 

"No! That guy, he's been in touch with Wu Wu! " 

 

Dimly, Chen zuiyue wakes up. 

 

Looking back on Ren Fanfan's breath, he captures the concept of "nothingness". 

 

Among the four volumes of "Fengyun Wuxiang", wuwutianshu is the most mysterious and powerful 

existence, which embodies the ancient emperor's thinking about the ultimate cultivation, the top of the 

universe and the origin of the world. It is said that who can get this book can change his life against the 

heaven. 

 

Ren Fanfan has been in touch with "Wu Wu", that is to say, Wu Wu Tian Shu must exist in the world. 

 

If such important information is reported to the judge, there will be a great reward. 

 

"Elder Chen, Dan Xianhu has been taken away. What shall we do?" 



 

One of the disciples came forward to ask. 

 

Dan Xianhu, such a valuable magic weapon, has been taken away, which is absolutely a great loss to the 

judgment hall. When he returns to the holy hall, he will be punished by the judge. 

 

At the thought of the cruel and cruel means of the judge, the remaining disciples of the holy hall 

trembled. 

 

"Don't panic. I have my own discretion. The Lord will not punish us." 

 

Chen zuiyue's eyes are concise, but her heart is greatly relieved. Although she has lost danxianhu, she 

can capture the trace of wuwuwutianshu. Relying on this information, she can at least alleviate her guilt 

and will not be executed by the judge. 

 

At present, Chen zuiyue, with the remaining disciples of the holy hall, returns to the judgment hall and is 

ready to report to the Lord of the judgment about Ren Fanfan and Wu Tianshu. 

 

At this time, Ren Fanfan and ye Chen have returned to the earth center temple. 

 

Ren extraordinary is outside, conceal breath, did not expose easily. 

 

For him, ye Chen is extremely important and can't afford to lose anything. The three ancestors of Dixin 

temple, especially Hong Beichen, want to use Ye Chen to become a chess piece, which he can't accept. 

 

The layout of Ren Fanfan and ye Chen may be in conflict with that of their ancestors. 

 

And once there is a conflict, there is the danger of fighting, Ren special hidden in this, also have the 

meaning of guarding Ye Chen. 

 

"Benefactor ye, you are back." 



 

In the center of the earth temple, monk Xumi is surprised to see ye Chen coming back with Dan Xianhu 

in his hand. He knows that ye Chen has completed the task. 

 

Ye Chen nodded and said, "well, where are the three ancestors?" 

 

As soon as he finished speaking, three divine lights came out, and the ancestors of the three 

nationalities appeared in front of Ye Chen. Although they tried their best to maintain their self-restraint, 

they could not hide their excitement and appreciation when they saw the danxianhu in Ye Chen's hand. 

 

Hong Beichen said: "the Lord of reincarnation is really extraordinary. I didn't expect that you could really 

take back the danxianhu, and still withdraw." 

 

Mo Qingxuan and Lin faming also praise each other. The ancestors of the three ethnic groups exchange 

eyes with each other, deduce the secrets of heaven, and trace back what happened to Ye Chen in the 

holy land of five places. 

 

But because of any extraordinary existence, many causal details can not be traced. 

 

The ancestors of the three ethnic groups did not think much about it. They only thought that there was 

a special prohibition in the five sacred places. 

 

Hong Beichen simply asked: "Lord of reincarnation, how did you take back the danxianhu?" 

 

Ye Chen knew that if he lied, he would be detected, so he did not elaborate, but said with a smile: "the 

process is not important, in short, I have got back this magic weapon, and I have finished the task. Three 

ancestors, I'll treat you to a drink." 

 

With that, ye Chen took out three wine glasses and poured a glass of wine for each to present to the 

ancestors of the three nationalities. 

 

The ancestors of the three ethnic groups were all laughing and looking very happy. After drinking a glass 

of wine, they were all radiant and energetic. 



 

Hong Beichen said with a smile: "reincarnation of the Lord, you have clear cause and effect, now you can 

give me Dan Xianhu, you can go." 

 

Ye Chen smile, step back, said: "master Hong, I'm sorry, there's something I have to say, this danxianhu 

can't give you."Hearing this, Hong Beichen's face changed and said, "what do you mean?" 

 

Next to Mo Qingxuan and Lin faming, they are also smiling and looking a little stiff at Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen said: "in order to capture the danxianhu, I have paid a great price, sacrificing two pieces of 

chaos treasures. Therefore, I intend to control the danxianhu personally. If you need to borrow a drink, 

you can apply to me, and I will give you some drinks as appropriate." 

 

Ye Chen's words were plain in tone, but in fact they were extremely overbearing and arrogant. 

 

When the three ancestors heard this, they all changed their looks. The monk Xumi was also frightened. I 

didn't expect Ye Chen to be so bold and dare to be reckless in front of the three ancestors. Isn't he 

looking for death? 

 

"Presumptuous! Lord of reincarnation, what are you talking about! How dare you talk to me like that? " 

 

Hong Beichen is very angry. His hair is black and his body is full of evil gas. He seems to want to kill at 

any time. 

 


